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THE FOUNDATION 

Fundación Psico Ballet Maite León is a priva-

te non-governmental organization establis-

hed in 1986 in Madrid dedicated to the inclu-

sive scene, through its own methodology re-

gistered as "Maite León Method". Their 

shows have been represented in Europe, the 

United States and Canada, being watched by 

more than 1,000,000 spectators. Currently 

they have three companies with shows on 

tour in different formats: 

Fritsch Company, with shows for adult au-

diences such as Love does not last forever 

(Romeos and Julietas), directed by Andrés Li-

ma and premiered at the National Dramatic 

Center, Table for Thr3 (show recommended in 

Dance Stage) and Programmed Obsolescence.  

 

Psico Ballet Company with family shows like 

A Sea of Dreams and Jet Lag. 

 

Contemporáneos company with dancers 

over 60 years old - with their first theater-

dance show Under the carpet. 

 

FPBML is a member of Plena Inclusión, and 

Emprendo Danza and FECED. 

 

THE COMPANY 

FRITSCH COMPANY is a professional  theatre and dance inclusive company of two casts with a 

total of 16 selected dancers , with and without diversity. This company seeks for employment 

integration of people with diversity through performing arts.   

To promote the normalization of the inclusive scene, and the artistic quality of the company, in 

2012 Fritsch Company starts out the project of ARTISTIC COLLABORATIONS with scene pro-

fessionals such as Antonio Ruz, Patricia Ruz, Amaya Galeote and Andrés Lima, among others. 



 PBMLF GRANTS 

1984 UNESCO Paris Prize. 

1987 Reina Sofía Integration Award. 

1988 IMSERSO Award for the best social work. 

1992 Laurel Award. 

2001 Medal of the Italian Republic for Best International Dance and Disa-

bility Show.  

Medal of the Autonomous University of Madrid for the most inte-

grating and artistic show. 

 

2003 Distinction to the European excellence of the Community of  Ma-

drid for its contribution to the social integration of people with di-

sabilities through the performing arts. 

2005 Prodis-CERMI Award for improving autonomy and image of disa-

bilities. 

2009 Medal of Honor of the International Festival of Music and  Dance 

of Granada. 

2010 Dance Award from the Association of Dance Professionals of the 

Community of Madrid and the Cultural Association for Dance, for 

"breaking the barriers that imprison" and promoting the evolution 

of the "Integrative Dance". 

2010 Right Foot Cadena  100 Radio Award. 

2011 IMSERSO-Infanta Cristina Award for photography. 

2013 Granada City Council Award. For the career and work of the 

PBMLF. 

2016 Roosevelt Cuenca Association. Award for the Institution that     

has worked for Women with Disabilities. 

2016 CERMI Award for Inclusive Cultural Action. 

2019. United Award for Dance in the category of Social Work from Víc-

tor Ullate Dance Foundation. 



PEERLESS 
 Relationships and links that explore our innermost self, our childhood, our way of loving, of wanting or being. 

PEERLESS is born from the company's creative processes, in which dancers explore from expressive and own body languages . 

Set in different contexts, relationships and personal ties, the di fferent pieces are  link between them in an independent sequence  

that make up the show. 

 

 

DURATION: 60 minutes .             AUDIENCE: Recommended for older than 10 years old.                 

The pieces can be exhibited independently, with an approximate duration per piece of 15 to 20 minutes . 



 

Hárúz 
Sensitivity and delicacy, make Hárúz a starting point. 

The pain of feeling defeated makes us forget our essence and lose our 

way. However, it ´s as wonderful to fall as to get up, to find our true path. 

 

 

 

L´un sans l´autre 
The differences complement us, creating strong links between 
people. 

L´un sans l´autre is a transparent piece, in which two bodies 
merge into one. 

  PEER  LESS   



Happy Days 
Happy Days  shows from the irony and comedy, the harsh reality 

of women in the 50s. Submission and helpful attitude combine 

with their most intimate desires. 

Skirmish 
Under a context of war, Skirmish manages to go beyond 

desesperation, breaking with humor how love and frien-

dship between two people can be a way of survival. 



FICHA ARTÍSTICA 

Choreographers:  

L´un sans láutre:  Carla Mouchet y Sebastien Thevenin 

Escaramuzza:   Ricardo Cabrero y Jose Carlos de la Cal. 

Hárúz:    Adrián López y Pilar Muñoz.  

    Poesía: Elvira Sastre 

Días Felices:   Julia Antón, María Galisteo, Gabriela Martín. 

Artistic director: Gabriela  Martín  

Original idea: Fritsch Company 

Light and scenography: Clemente Jiménez 

Clothes design: Josep Ahumada 

Light technichian: Cristina Gómez 

Stage manager: Sara Ahuja 

Photography: Jacobo Medrano  y Bruno Jiménez 

Video: Paco Cavero, Alicia Albares,  Alberto Días, David 

San José García.  



Premier  13th june 2019 

Teatro Valle Inclán  

(Centro Dramático Nacional) 

Festival Una Mirada Diferente 

PROMO 

Duration: 60 minutes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uhcwOum9J0


Stage Manager 

espectaculos@psicoballetmaiteleon.org  

Psico Ballet Maite León  Foundation 

Calle Vizconde de los Asilos, 5, 28027 Madrid  

TLF: 00+34  91 742 23 20  

 

www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org 

https://psicoballetmaiteleon.org/es/inicio/
https://www.facebook.com/fundacionpsicoballetmaiteleon/
https://www.instagram.com/psicoballet/
https://www.youtube.com/user/psicoballet
https://twitter.com/psicoballet
https://vimeo.com/channels/psicoballet/156075555
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